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SUMMARY

Investigation of nocturnal cooling on both exposed and wind-screen metallic radiators, with and
without air as working fluid, has been experimentally conducted at James Cook University of
Australia. A warm and humid tropical region, summer nights in the region are typically calm and with a
high level of humidity. Experimental results indicate that night-time cooling is possible in the tropics,
provided that the sky is not overcast. Considering the radiators acting as the roof of the building,
passing air underneath insulated roofs would be a way to transfer the cool energy from the sky into
the building during summer nights. In this paper, based on the experimental results, mathematical
models for the exposed and wind-screen radiators are presented, with and without air passing
underneath as working fluid. In humid climates, the formation of dew on radiator surfaces at night
significantly affects cooling performance. Dew formation is taken into account in these models, and
this is what makes the modelling in this paper different from those in drier climates. From the models,
prediction of radiator surface temperature and exit air conditions may be made for other similar
climates, using data available from the local Bureau of Meteorology.

INTRODUCTION

In warm and humid regions, ventilative cooling methods such as natural ventilation and fan-induced
ventilation are usually considered effective and simple to incorporate in buildings. However, wind is
often non-existent during summer nights, causing stress to building occupants.

At night, the “atmospheric window” promotes long-wave radiation from surfaces to the sky in the
infrared spectrum between 8 and 13 µm. As water and water vapour also radiate heat, this radiative
cooling effect diminishes under an overcast sky. This often happens before the rain comes, restoring
thermal comfort. Provided the sky is not overcast, surfaces such as painted metallic surfaces emit
long-wave radiation to the sky as soon as there is no incident radiation from the sun. Without short-
wave radiation from the sun, surfaces exposed to the night sky act as natural coolers, bringing their
surface temperature down below ambient air. The level of cooling effect is then determined by the
amount of heat absorbed from the surrounding warmer air.

A wind-shielding film may be used to suppress the counter effect of the surrounding warm air. It is to
be transparent to infrared radiation in order to retain the long-wave surface emission at the same
time. Thus wind-screen radiators consisting of a natural polyethylene thin film placed above an
insulated radiator surface, are for the purpose of enhancing the cooling performance. 

The simplest way to transfer the cooling energy into buildings is by passing air through gaps
underneath the insulated radiator. The airflow increases the total heat absorbed by the radiator,
raising radiator surface temperature. Simultaneously, the radiator emits a higher level of radiation to
the sky at higher surface temperature. As a result, the radiator attains a temperature that balances all
heat components acting on it.

On calm nights, especially when the sky is either reasonably clear or having predominantly high
clouds, the radiator surface temperature drops below the dew point of ambient air. A layer of dew
forms on the surfaces, growing thicker as long as there is no wind. The large latent heat of water
released from this condensation counteracts the cooling process the way the warm ambient air does
to it.



On wind-screen radiators, it is not just the latent heat of water that affects the cooling rate, it is also
that the covering film now becomes a radiation shield to the radiator below. Despite the fact that the
water on the cover radiates heat to the sky at high emissivity, the radiator is now radiating heat to the
water instead of the sky. Thus the radiator temperature gradually increases until its temperature
reaches that of an equivalent exposed metallic radiator surface.

It is the effect of dew formation on exposed and wind-screen radiator surfaces that makes the
modelling in this paper different from ones that are for drier climates [1,3,5,6,9]. Once the models
have been established and validated, prediction of radiator cooling performance may be made for
other warm and humid climates, using the climate data available from the local Bureau of
Meteorology.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The radiators

Five zincalume steel colorbond roofing sheets, 0.42 mm in thickness, different in shapes and sizes
are mounted on a horizontal roof. Their upper surfaces are exposed to the sky, and the under-sides
are insulated. An additional one is mounted at an angle on the same roof, for comparison..

A wind-screen radiator of the same material is placed on the same roof. Air gaps between the under-
side insulation and the radiator form the radiator-air heat exchanger for the experiment. A fan with
adjustable speed settings is connected to the radiator assembly to draw air through the air channels.
Heat is thus extracted from the warm air and rejected to the night sky through radiation occurring at
the radiator surface. The polyethylene film is removable, so that the surface of the heat exchanger
may be made a directly exposed surface or a wind-screen surface with respect to the surrounding air
and the sky.

Instrumentation and data logging 

Wind-screen cover surface temperature of both sides, and surface temperatures at various positions
on each radiator, both on the upper surface and the under-side, are measured using type-T
thermocouples. The thermocouples are connected to a multi-channel multiplexor before being fed to a
Campbell Scientific CR10X data logger. Dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperatures of ambient air are
logged every thirty seconds by a self-logging Q15-QuestTemp device. Wind speed is measured by a
standard three-cup anemometer mounted on a roof adjacent to the radiators. The anemometer is
approximately 2 metres from the base of the radiators, standing in free air. Offset margin for the
anemometer is 0.2 m/s. Signals from the anemometer are logged by a separate CR10 logger. The
loggers sample the input signals every five seconds and log one-minute averages during the night
from 6 PM to 6 AM the following day. Cloud covers are estimated from the data obtained from the
local Bureau of Meteorology. 

GENERAL EQUATIONS and GENERAL APPROACH TO MODELLING 

Figure 1:  The radiator for modelling,  Figure 2:  The wind-screen radiator for 
a 0.86 m x 1.4 m commercial zincalume  modelling, cross-sectional view.  
steel colorbond roofing sheet,  Material and dimension exactly the 
0.42 mm in thickness, insulated under-side.  same as the exposed radiator.

General equations used in modelling

SI units are used otherwise stated.
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Net radiative heat transfer on any horizontal surface exposed to the night sky:
QRnet = QRsurface – εsurface (QRsky + QRground)                                                                                                                         (1)
where: QRsurface = εsurface σ Tsurface

4

and using the concept of effective sky emissivity for clear sky [2]:
QRsky = Cn εsky σ Tdb

4

Cn=1 + 0.0224 n - 0.0035 n2 + 0.00028 n3

εsky=0.787 + 0.764 ln((Tdp+273)/273)
for radiation from the ground, all near-by objects emitting radiation to the radiator surface are
included. An estimated view factor Fg of 0.003 is applied:
QRground = Fg εg σ Tg

4

Convective heat transfer from surrounding air
QC = hc (Tdb - Tsurface)                                                                                                                                  (2)
where convective heat transfer coefficient hc is from the dimensionless Nu = hc L / kair                        (3)
L is the characteristic length of the radiator, and is equal to area/perimeter [7].
for free convection:      Nu = C (GrPr)1/4                                                                                                             (4)
for forced convection:  Nu = C Re4/5 Pr1/3                                                                                                          (5)

General approach to modelling

- Case 1: No dew formation:

To calculate the convective heat transfer, the coefficient C in the expression for the Nusselt number,
Nu,  (Eqs. 4,5) is to be determined.

Based on the collected data, the nights with no dew formation are selected for this purpose of
estimating C. For each time interval, the net overall heat rate is readily calculated from the measured
radiator surface temperature and the temperature of the wind-screen cover. The radiator QRn is also
readily calculated. As a result, the convective heat transfer QC is calculated, hence hc, Nu, and finally
C. From the calculated C values for each time interval, a single C value for the cooling process is the
result of the best-fit method. The experimental radiator surface temperature is the determining factor
in the curve-fitting procedure.

Critical wind speeds, though only an approximation, have been identified. These are the wind speeds
above which convective heat transfer corresponds to a different level of effect.

- Case 2: Dew forming on the surface

Instead of calculating the amount of dew formed on the surface, the method of using C described in
the above section for no-dew formation is extended for the case with dew.

The C value in this case represents the combined effect of dew formation translated to convection
equivalence. The procedure of calculating C for the case of dew formation is thus identical to that of
no dew. However, in this case, the variation of C is noted as it represents the pattern and amount of
dew forming as time progresses.

MODELLING EXPOSED RADIATOR

No airflow

A mathematical model has previously been presented for exposed radiators with no air flowing
underneath [4]:
QC-QRnet+QM = [Mrcpr(dTr)/A + δρlcpl(dTl)] / dt                                                                                                     (6)
-when there is no dew: δ=0, QM=0, Tsurface=Tr, εsurface=εr=0.9
-when dew is present: δ#0, QM#0, Tsurface=Tl, εsurface=εcondensate=0.95

QM is the heat released by the condensation of moisture in the surrounding air.



Mr, A are the mass and surface area of the radiator material.
δ is the thickness of the dew layer, and cpl is heat capacity of the water, ε is emissivity in general.

With airflow – An exposed radiator-air heat exchanger

Air flows underneath the radiator exchanges heat with the radiator in the form of forced convection by
internal fluid flow in tubes, ducts and conduits. Due to the fact that the air channels are not regular, an
equivalent diameter, Deq = 4.cross-sectional area / wetted perimeter, is used as the characteristic
length for the convection process [7].

The convective heat transfer from airflow is:   QCaf = hc,af (Taf – Tsurface)                                                 (7)
where hc,af is from relationship:   Nu = 0.02 Re4/5 Pr1/3

Incorporating QCaf into the model for exposed radiator without airflow [Eq.6], the exposed radiator-air
heat exchanger model is as follows:
QC+QCaf-QRnet+QM = [Mrcpr(dTr)/A + δρlcpl(dTl)] / dt                                                                                  (8)

QCaf is the heat extracted from the cooling air, rejected to the radiator and subsequently to the sky.
Assuming that whether or not there is condensation of moisture from the cooling air, the temperature
drop dTaf of the air may be calculated from: QCaf = Mafcp,af dTaf                                (9)

The calculated temperature drop dTaf indicates if condensation takes place in the air channels. In the
simulation of the model, the exit air temperature is adjusted for the condensation, based on the
moisture content and dew-point temperature of the inlet air.

MODELLING WIND-SCREEN RADIATOR

Modelling a wind-screen radiator is an analysis of the interaction between the radiator and the cover,
and the interaction of the radiator and the cover with the surroundings. It is similar to modelling a solar
collector, the heat exchange between the cover glass and the surfaces below it [1,8]. Figure 3 shows
the interaction of the radiating surfaces to radiation emitted from the sky, when there is no dew
present on the cover surface. 

In the modelling, subscripts l, r, c, s, g, af are for the dew
airflow for the cooling air respectively.
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Figure 3: Wind-screen radiator- Radiating
surfaces react to incoming radiation from the
sky. No dew on the cover surface.
“a”  represents τcCnσεsTdb
4

“b” - ρr τcCnσεsTdb
4

“c” ρcρr τcCnσεsTdb
4

“d” - ρcρr
2 τcCnσεsTdb

4

“e” ρc
2ρr

2 τcCnσεsTdb
4

“f” - ρc
2ρr

3 τcCnσεsTdb
4

“1”  represents - CnσεsTdb
4

“2” ρc CnσεsTdb
4

“3” ρr τc
2CnσεsTdb

4

“4” ρcρr
2 τc

2CnσεsTdb
4

“5” ρc
2 ρr

3 τc
2CnσεsTdb

4

“6” ρc
3 ρr

4 τc
2CnσεsTdb

4

τc is transmissivity of the polyethylene film.
ρc,ρr,εc,εr are reflectivity and emissivity of the
cover and the radiator respectively.
sky
, radiator, cover, sky, near-by objects, and

the cover react to each other due to emission
ky, and all near-by objects. In the expressions
script “rc” is used. Similarly, reaction between



the upper-side of the cover and the sky and near-by objects is due to the same radiation sources
listed above. Subscript “cs” is used to refer to these radiative heat transfer components 

In general, the heat balance around the radiator and the heat balance around the radiator and the
cover describe the behaviour of the wind-screen radiator, with or without dew on the cover:
QCrc – QRnet,rc = Mrcpr(dTr)/A                                                                                                                                   (10)
QCcs – QRnet,cs + QM = [ Mrcpr(dTr)/A + Mccpc(dTc)/A + δρlcpl(dTl) ] / dt                                                              (11)

QCrc is the natural convective heat transfer from the under-side of the cover to the radiator surface,
thus:   QCrc = -kair (Tc – Tr) / d                                                                                                                (12)
QCcs is the convective heat transfer from ambient air to the upper-side of the cover, as generally
described in the section “General equations used in modelling” above. d = 5 mm, the distance from
the radiator surface and the polyethylene cover.

- No dew

Radiation exchange between the radiator and the under-side of the cover:

. Due to emission from the sky, referring to Fig. 3 above:
QRrc,s = - τcCnσεsTdb

4 + ρr τcCnσεsTdb
4 - ρc ρr τcCnσεsTdb

4 + ρc ρr
2 τcCnσεsTdb

4 - ρc
2ρr

2 τcCnσεsTdb
4

+ ρc
2ρr

3 τcCnσεsTdb
4

           = τcCnσεsTdb
4 (ρr -1) ∑( ρcρr)

 n n = 0 to ∞                                                                                  (13)

. Due to emission from the radiator:
QRrc,r = σεrTr

4 (1-ρc) ∑( ρcρr)
 n n = 0 to ∞                                                                                  (14)

. Due to emission from the cover:
QRrc,c = σεcTc

4 (ρr -1) ∑( ρcρr)
 n, n = 0 to ∞                                                                                  (15)

. Due to emission from near-by objects:
QRrc,g = Fg τcσεgTg

4 (ρr -1) ∑( ρcρr)
 n n = 0 to ∞                                                                                  (16)

The net radiation exchange between the radiator and the cover, QRrc, is the sum of all above. Note
that the infinite series ∑( ρcρr)

 n converges to 1/(1-ρcρr) :
QRnet,rc = QRrc,s+ QRrc,r+ QRrc,c+ QRrc,g                                                                                                             (17)

Radiation exchange between the upper-side of the cover and the surroundings

. Due to emission from the sky, referring to Fig. 3 above:
QRcs,s = - CnσεsTdb

4 + ρc CnσεsTdb
4 + ρr τc

2CnσεsTdb
4 + ρcρr

2 τc
2CnσεsTdb

4 + ρc
2 ρr

3 τc
2CnσεsTdb

4 +
ρc

3 ρr
4 τc

2CnσεsTdb
4

           = CnσεsTdb
4 [ –1+ρc+ ρrτc

2 ∑( ρcρr)
 n ]  n = 0 to ∞                                                                           (18)

. Due to emission from the radiator:
QRcs,r = τcσεrTr

4  ∑( ρcρr)
 n n = 0 to ∞                                                                     (19)

. Due to emission from the cover:
QRcs,c = σεcTc

4 (1+ρrτc) ∑( ρcρr)
 n n = 0 to ∞                                                                     (20)

. Due to emission from near-by objects:
QRcs,g = Fg σεgTg

4 [ -1+ρc + ρrτc
2 ∑( ρcρr)

 n ] n = 0 to ∞                                                                     (21)

The net radiation exchange between the radiator and the cover, QRcs, is the sum of all above:
QRnet,cs = QRcs,s+ QRcs,r+ QRcs,c+ QRcs,g                                                                                                 (22)

- With dew on the cover surface

When there is dew present on the cover surface, there is no radiation exchange from the radiator to
the sky. Instead it is now to the water layer on the cover. As the water on the cover radiates heat to



the sky at much higher emissivity than the cover, it is primarily responsible for the cooling process in
this case.

The mathematical model for the wind-screen radiator with dew is still the same as that by the general
Eqs. 10 and 11. However, the components of radiation exchange are as follows:
QRrc,s = τc σεwTw

4 (ρr -1)  /  (1-ρcρr)                                                                                                        (23)
QRrc,g = 0, expressions for QRrc,g and QRrc,g are still the same as Eqs.14 and 15, QRcs,s + QRcs,g = QRnet
as in Eq.1, and QRcs,r = 0,  QRcs,s = 0

With airflow – A wind-screen radiator - air heat exchanger

With air flowing beneath the wind-screen radiator, an additional convection term QCaf is included in
the model, as in the case of exposed radiator with airflow described above. Thus Eqs. 10 and 11
become:
QCrc + QCaf – QRnet,rc = Mrcpr(dTr)/A                                                                                                                   (24)
QCcs + QCaf – QRnet,cs + QM = [ Mrcpr(dTr)/A + Mccpc(dTc)/A + δρlcpl(dTl) ] / dt                                             (25)

SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL C VALUES

Data for the radiator experiments are over three summers, 1999 to 2001. Simulation is for every one-
minute interval of the night.
Critical wind speeds for exposed and wind-screen radiators are 0.6 m/s and 2.5 m/s.
For exposed radiators, the experimental C values found are as follows:
- No dew: C=0.27 for free convection, C=0.04 for 0<=v<0.6m/s, C=0.028 for 0.6<=v<2.5m/s,

C=0.025 for v>=2.5m/s.
- With dew: C=0.27 to 1.4 for free convection, C=0.04 to 0.08 for 0<=v<0.6m/s, C=0.037 for

0.6m/s<=v<2.5m/s, C=0.03 for v>=2.5m/s.
For wind-screen radiators, the efficiency of the removable cover is about 0.5, due to rippling effect
and air leakages and diffusion throughout the night.
- No dew: C=0.4 for free convection, C=0.012 for all wind speeds > 0 recordable.
- With dew: C=0.4 to 2  for free convection, C=0.012 to 0.065 for 0<=v<0.6m/s, C=0.008 to 0.05 for

0.6<=v<2.5m/s, C=0.004 to 0.04 for C>=2.5m/s.
Alternatively, the wind-screen radiator under dew-forming condition may be modelled as if there
had been no dew and there had been convection directly on the radiator surface instead. It has
been found experimentally that this is equivalent to 0.5 to 2 times the convection by the
surrounding air. The simulation results are identical to those derived from using progressive C
values. No variation of C values with time is applied in this case.
It is not unusual that dew starts forming on the wind-screen cover surface prior to the start of the
experiment at 6 PM. On those nights, there is no wind and humidity rapidly reaches 90% or over
even before midnight. A maximum C value of 2.4 and a maximum convection equivalence of 2.2
are used instead.

In the simulation for the wind-screen, the transmissivity, reflectivity, and emissivity of the polyethylene
film are 0.7, 0.15, and 0.15 respectively. Cooling air flow rates in the experiments are 0.7m/s, 0.9m/s,
0.95m/s, by adjusting the fan speed setting and by using orifice fitting at the end of the exhaust air
pipe. In the simulation, the term ��lcpl(dTl) representing the change in sensible heat of the dew layer
is assumed to be negligible.

Figures 4, 5, 6 show the experimental variation of radiator and air temperatures over a period of
twelve hours on the day indicated. Calculated curves for radiator and exit air temperatures are also on
these graphs. Fig. 6 highlights the difference in the experimental temperature of the wind-screen
radiator and the corresponding calculated value if no dew was assumed, for comparison.

CONCLUSIONS

Night-time cooling in summer is possible in the tropics, provided that the sky is not overcast. Insulated
metallic roof of the building may be built in such a way that it acts as an air cooler, rejecting heat from
the air to the sky via the painted roof surface. On calm and clear nights, dew deposits on the roof



surface, reducing cooling performance. The effect of dew is especially obvious on the wind-screen
surface. Dew formation has been taken into account in the modelling the radiators. Results from the
simulation of these models indicate a good fit for both calm and windy conditions.

Figure 4: Exposed radiator – air heat exchanger, 16-January-2001

Figure 5: Wind-screen radiator – air heat exchanger, 30-March-2000
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Figure 6:  Wind-screen radiator – air  heat exchanger, 01-March-2001.Dew on the cover after 10 PM.
The lower radiator temperature curve calculation assumes no dew on the cover surface.

Under windy condition, the wind-screen radiator performs significantly better than an exposed
radiator. However, under calm and humid condition, there is no real difference in performance
between the two. The wind-screen radiator would be more practical to have a solid cover on it instead
of a thin film, so that there is no need for constant re-stretching and fixing. An ideal wind-screen
radiator would be one that eliminates all convection effect, at the same time being free of
maintenance over its life. Research on such an ideal wind-screen would be beneficial for the future.
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